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DISCUS VN ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE (N21TH) 
May 15, 2017 

 
ASSEMBLY 

Read each section from start to finish before you commence procedures in that section. 
 
The process works best with 1-3 people -- with more than that, mistakes become more likely.  Designate one person in 
charge of checklist. 

 
A) Setup and Fuselage 

1. Position trailer (license #1KD3236), nose into the wind if possible.  Chock wheels.  Set parking brake (lever next 
to trailer hitch).   

2. Open trailer, unlock and lower tailgate.  Raise front using crank-up wheel so that trailer floor slopes down with 
open trailer tailgate just clearing the ground.   

3. Extend the two side jacks to stabilize the trailer. Do not use excessive force on trailer jacks. 

 
4. Place red felt protection pads over rear trailer corners. 
5. Have paper towels or rags, grease and wing tape ready. 
6. Have two wing stands available. 
7. Pull out fuselage dolly ramp and set its jack on the ground.  Unlatch middle rail of ramp and swing into position in 

center of ramp.  
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8. Place additional wooden ramp extension (stored on floor of trailer) behind ramp.  Remove locking clip holding jack 
lever. 

 
9. Unstrap tail boom from trailer floor.  Lift tail and roll out fuselage until its dolly is at end of ramp.   
10. Rotate jack lever to raise ramp. 

 
11. NEVER PUT WHEEL DOWN BEFORE WINGS ARE ON THE GLIDER.  If wheel is down and jack accidentally 

lowers before wings are installed, fuselage may roll to side, hit ground and cause major damage. 
 

12. In cockpit release spoiler handle and attach to existing bungee cord. 

 
 

13. Keep the water dump lever in the Closed / Fill position (forward as shown below). 
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B) Wings 
1. Check to see that fuselage is level (vertical stabilizer exactly vertical). 
2. Place wing stands near where right and left wingtips will be when glider is assembled. 

Locate main spar pin in a black bag (on trailer floor or in cokpit). Clean and grease main spar pin and set on 
paper towel or rag in cockpit.   

 
3. Clean main pin holes in wing spars and clean fuselage connecting pin holes in wing roots.  Clean and grease 

connecting pins that protrude from fuselage and wing roots.   
4. Close canopy.  Make sure there are no objects to trip over in path of wings. 
5. Install left wing first. 
6. If you are shorthanded, assemble use the ‘one man rigging system’ as shown in the picture below. Or use two 

people in lieu of the ‘one man rigging system’. 

 
7. One person uses both hands. One hand lifts black handle at outboard end of wing and the other hand holds the 

bottom of the wing. Walk wing back out of trailer until wing root dolly reaches rear end of trailer.  Be careful not to 
contact pins protruding from side of fuselage. 

8. Place the wing in the ‘one man rigging system’ and lock it in place. 
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9. Move the ‘one man rigging system’ to the left to move the wing tip away from the glider (rotate around a black pin 
at the root of the wing. 

10. Lift wing root off black pin. Walk wing around to line up with fuselage, rotate wing horizontal and insert spar into 
fuselage.   

11. Insert wing fully into fuselage.  Make sure mounting pins on outside of fuselage go into holes in wing root, and 
make sure control connections line up. 

12. Insert spar pin partially into hole in wing root. 

 
13. Place wing stand under right wing tip.  And move ‘one man rigging system’ to right side of glider. 
14. Repeat steps 6 through 12 for right wing.  Make sure both wingtips are fully supported at all times until main spar 

pin have been inserted -- if wingtips are allowed to drop while wings are being inserted, damage to fuselage may 
occur. 

15. Make sure all wing pins are lined up to fuselage holes. The wing’s fit tightly and all holes/pins need to be lined up. 
To close the final gap, it helps to have a person on each wing end to push in. DO NOT FORCE IT. If the wings 
are not going in then something is not lined up properly. 

16. Open canopy. 
17. Lift wing tips or raise/lower fuselage with jack as needed to align spars.  Insert main spar pin.  Rotate handle to 

the right till end locks into locking pin. 
 

 
 
18. Remove black handles from wing ends and store in padded groves on floor of trailer. Use tool with red handle in 

left pocket of cockpit to release the black handles. 
19. Remove left and right winglet from trailer. Grease the fittings and install wingtips.  Press down the locking pin as 

you slide the wingtip-spar into the hole in the end of main wing panel.  Make sure the wing tip is locked to the 
wing with the locking pin popped-up.   
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C)  Horizontal Stabilizer 
1. Clean and grease the two mounting pins protruding from the top of the vertical stabilizer. 

 
 

2. Insert threaded tool into the securing plate (near the top of the fin).   

 
 
3. Remove horizontal stabilizer from trailer.   
4. Push back of horizontal stabilizer onto the two mounting pins.   
5. Pull on the threaded tool with red handle and lower the front of the stabilizer till it is engaged. Release the red 

handle tool.   
6. Shake horizontal stabilizer to make sure it is attached solidly. 
7. Remove and store threaded tool in left pocket of cockpit. 
8. Lightly grease and install pitot and total energy probe. Tape them in place. Tape hole above Pitot where threaded 

tool was mounted. 
9. Tape wing roots, wigtip gaps and their pin holes. 

 

D)  Preparation for Flight 
1. Remove wooden tailwheel ramp extension behind fuselage dolly ramp, and store in trailer. 
2. Extend landing gear. 
3. Lower ramp using jack’s lever, then roll glider back off fuselage dolly. 
4. Install one (green) battery between pilot’s legs and two batteries behind pilot’s back rest.  Check batteries voltage, 

radio and other instruments.  
5. Make notation in logbook as to date of assembly and person in charge, also whether a positive control check has 

been performed. 
6. Make sure all assembly tools are returned to trailer. 

 
E)  Prepare Trailer for Retrieve 

1. Place fuselage dolly sideways so it does not slide down the track inside the trailer. 
2. Push wing root dollies to front of trailer and secure with available bungee cords. 
3. Close horizontal stabilizer cradle. 
4. Unlatch middle rail of ramp. Swing out to side of ramp and lock.  Lower hydraulic jack.  Lift dolly ramp and slide 

into trailer. 
5. Remove trailer corner protectors and stow inside trailer.  
6. Close and latch tailgate. 
7. Close and latch top of trailer.  
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8. Make sure trailer side jacks are retracted all the way. 
9. Store jack handle in trailer.   
10. Gather up all loose odds and ends into spares box.   
11. Remove trailer wheel chock and store in trailer before towing trailer. 

 
 

F)  Trailer Towing 
1. After attaching trailer to tow vehicle, completely remove wind-up wheel at front of trailer, and store in tow vehicle.  

If left installed on trailer, these wind-up wheels have a tendency to vibrate loose and scrape on road. 
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DISCUS VN ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE (N21TH) 
 

DISASSEMBLY 
Read each section from start to finish before you commence procedures in that section. 

 
The process works best with 1 or 3 people -- with more than that, mistakes become more likely.  Designate one person in 
charge of checklist. 

 
A) Setup 
1. Position trailer (license #1KD3236), nose into the wind if possible.  Chock wheels.  Set parking brake (lever next 

to trailer hitch).   
2. Open trailer, unlock and lower tailgate.  Raise front using crank-up wheel so that trailer floor slopes down with 

open trailer tailgate just clearing the ground.   
3. Extend the side jacks to stabilize the trailer. Do not use excessive force on trailer jacks. 

 
4. Place red felt protection pads over rear trailer corners. 
5. Locate the tool with red handle and threaded end in the left pocket of the cockpit. It is used for removing the 

horizontal stabilizer and winglets.   
6. Locate the black handles for the wing ends (to be installed after wingtips are removed). They are in the padded 

grooves on the trailer floor. 
7. Have two wing stands available. 
8. Pull out fuselage dolly ramp and set its jack on the ground. Remove locking clip holding jack lever. 
9. Unlatch middle rail of ramp and swing into position in center of ramp.  
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10. Place additional wooden ramp extension behind tailwheel (stored on floor of trailer).  

 
11. Roll out dolly to the end of the ramp.  Use locking clip to secure dolly in place so it won't roll forward again. 
12. Pull out wing-spar dollies to back end of trailer.  Make sure there are no storage boxes or other objects at front of 

trailer that will block wing spars when spar dollies are rolled back in with wings. 
13. Make sure pads are clean on trailer floor where wing leading edges rest.  
14. Open horizontal stabilizer cradle in roof of trailer. 
15. Push glider forward till glider’s nose is over fuselage dolly -- rear edge of dolly should be near retractable wheel 

doors. 
16. Place wing stands under both wings. 
17. Pump up jack until main wheel is lifted off the ground. 
18. RETRACT WHEEL. If wheel is down and jack accidentally lowers after wings are removed, fuselage may roll to 

side, hit ground and cause major damage. 
19. Remove tape from wing joints, wingtip joints, horizontal stabilizer joint, Pitot and TE probe joint.  Remove any tape 

over wingtip retaining pins, and over insertion hole for tool (un)locking the horizontal stabilizer. 
20. Remove objects from luggage shelf so you can access wing roots locking pin. 
21. In cockpit, release spoiler handle and attach to existing bungee cord. 

 
 

22. Place the water dump lever in the Closed / Fill position (forward as shown below). 

 
 

 
B)  Horizontal Stabilizer 

1. Remove Pitot and TE probe and stow safely in cockpit.  
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2. Insert threaded tool into the securing plate (near the top of the vertical fin).  Pull the red handle forward to 
disengage the internal pin locking the horizontal stabilizer. 

 
 

3. While pulling the red handle forward, push leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer upward to disengage from 
internal locking pin. 

4. Pull horizontal stabilizer forward to free it from two prongs in the vertical fin. 

 
5. Carry stabilizer with one person at each end, and place in mounting cradle in roof of trailer.  Close and latch rear 

cradle arm. 
6. Unthread red handled tool and remove from vertical fin. 

 

D) Wings 
IF YOU ARE SHORT HANDED ASSEMBLE AND USE THE ‘ONE MAN RIGGING SYSTEM’ 
DESCRIBED IN THE ASSEMBLY SECTION. OTHERWISE- 
 
1. Remove both wingtips:  Use red handled tool to press down the locking pin in top of wing surface in order to 

disengage wingtip, and then gently pull wingtip out.  Store wingtips inside trailer roof at back end -- right wingtip 
goes on right side of trailer and left wingtip on left side.   

2. Swiveling padded arm comes down over wingtip with end of arm in padded tray to lock wingtip in place.   
3. Insert black handles into ends of main wing panels and aim locking pins into hole in top of wing surface. 
4. Make sure there are no objects to trip over in path of wings. 
5. Open canopy.  Place on rear seat a clean rag and the pouch for the main spar pins. 
6. Make sure both wingtips are fully supported at all times during and after removal of main spar pins -- if wingtips 

are allowed to drop while wings are being removed, damage to fuselage may occur. 
7. Have assistants lift on wing handles as needed to relieve pressure on spars pin, so that spars pin may be 

unlatched and pulled out pin holes.  Clean spars pin and store in black pouch.  
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8. Close canopy. 
9. With one person on handle at outer end of wing and one at leading edge of wing root, pull left wing out of 

fuselage.   
10. Walk around to align wing with trailer, being careful not to hit wing surface on steel pins protruding from fuselage.  

Rotate wing to vertical orientation, and place spar on dolly with inner spar pin hole located on pin that protrudes 
from top of spar dolly.   

11. Roll wing into trailer, and lift up on end of wing so that spar clears under mounting bracket at front of trailer.  
Lower leading edge of wing into pad on floor of trailer.  When wing is fully inserted, handle on end of wing should 
be just inside back end of trailer.  Leave handle in place on end of wing. 

12. Repeat step 3 and steps 7 through 11 for the right wing. 
13. Make sure aileron locks are in place on both wings.  Use wing tape to secure aileron locks in place so they cannot 

vibrate off in transit.  Put red felt corner pads over ends of wings. 

 
E) Fuselage 

1. Connect retaining strap from fuselage dolly through wing spar holes in fuselage. 
2. Remove locking clip from side rail of ramp so it doesn't block wheel of fuselage dolly. 
3. Check that the main spars pin is in black pouch and on the cockpit seat. 
4. Check documents, Pitot and T/E probe, seat cushion, parachute and anything else being stored in cockpit. 
5. Close and lock canopy for transport. 
6. Make sure tail is vertical.  Make sure trailer lid is fully open (not much clearance for top of vertical stabilizer).  

Walk fuselage up and into trailer, continuing forward until tailwheel drops into recess in trailer floor. 
7. Belt the tail boom down onto the trailer. 
8. Remove wooden ramp extension from end of fuselage dolly ramp, and store inside left rear of trailer. 
9. Unlatch middle rail of ramp and swing out to side of ramp.  Lower jack.  Lift dolly ramp and slide into trailer. 
10. Close and latch trailer tailgate. 
11. Check that handles on ends of wings don't protrude past tailgate -- if they do, wings need to be pushed forward 

further. 
12. Close trailer lid and latch trailer lid. 
13. Lock latch with key -- otherwise latch may open while trailer is on the road. 

 

F) Trailer Towing 
1. Make sure trailer jacks are retracted all the way before moving trailer. 
2. After attaching trailer to tow vehicle, completely remove wind-up wheel at front of trailer, and store in tow vehicle.  

If left installed on trailer, these wind-up wheels have a tendency to vibrate loose and scrape on road. 


